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I challenged my researchers and readers to do a little research project about who owns the UN 
Corporation, as opposed to the "United Nations" organization chartered in 1945. 

One of my Good Buddies promptly replied with this gem, which I remember and which I have seen 
before regarding the UN, but which I misplaced in my files somehow.  

Here it is again for those of you who missed it first time around.  It doesn't answer the Big Question 
of who owns the UN Corporation (and what other corporations does UN Corp own?) but it does shed 
light on dark places that deserve to be lit up ----- 

"New York City" is defined in the Federal Regulations as the United Nations. 

Rudolph Gulliani stated on C-Span that “New York City was the capital of the World” and he was

correct: 20 CFR chapter 111, subpart B 422.103 (b) (2) (2). 

Unless the rats have since done their favorite trick of renumbering things, this reference should still 
be very accessible.  

So, since when did all our national governments die and leave the United Nations as the capital of 
anything but a lot of hot air, hideous "agendas", fraud and corruption?  

And since when did NYC become the United Nations?  In whose dictionary does that one appear?  

Obviously, the treasonous rats in the Territorial United States Congress have been up to their old 
tricks again, redefining "special terms" for their own use, like redefining the word "person" to mean 
"corporation"....

Pretty soon black will be white and rich will be poor and nasty old men like Gulliani will appear as 
angels of light. 

Stay tuned, Campers.  Lady Flamolare del Chesa (c) has yet to sing the Aria.... 
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